Jennie Bellinger, C.P.C.
The Level Up Coach

Jennie Bellinger is a talented, entertaining and dynamic coach and public
speaker, helping her clients in direct sales to create businesses that exceed
their financial goals and allow them to dream bigger dreams. She has been
coaching in direct sales for over 6 years and training for over 10 years.
Jennie started her adult life as a middle school science teacher, became
a stay at home mom and started a direct sales business and became
internationally recognized at her company within two years. She realized
that she absolutely loved helping people promote to reach their goals,
whether they were on her team or not. She pursued coaching certification and has built a coaching and speaking
business to help direct sales professionals grow into their goals.

Jennie’s MOST POPULAR MEDIA TOPICS
Why Selling Sucks… and How You Can Make Money NOT Selling
Nobody wants to be sold to, but everyone loves to buy. Using NLP techniques, sales professionals
can become problem solvers that customers want to buy from..
Why Team Building is Actually Costing You Money
Did you know that when you convert a customer to a team member, you are likely losing more
money than you’ll ever make on them? Focus on recruiting the right people to grow your team and
make more money.
Leading for Legacy
Ask these three questions to determine if you have what it takes to be the leader they need to
succeed.
Value add for the audiences - Research posted on the FTC website indicates by five years, 90% of
direct sales reps have quit. Jennie’s effective methods and personable relation will help your audience
gain a new perspective on how to be successful in direct sales.
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“My confidence is way up and I’m finding it easier to stay focused
on my goals. It was definitely worth both the time and the money
and I’m really looking forward to learning more from her.”—Sue T.

jennie@levelupcoachllc.com

“She helped me think about how I was presenting myself through
my body language and the tone of my voice when I was speaking!
She talked us through different ways to communicate and present
ourselves in a better way.”—-Pam D.

www.levelupcoachllc.com

314-494-0076

@levelupcoachllc

